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I am excited to inform you that Caroline Ngo will be the new Editor-in-
Chief of CCH’s International Tax Journal. Caroline is a partner located in 
McDermott, Will & Emery’s Washington D.C. office, and is the co-leader of 

the firm’s international tax practice group. She is an excellent international tax 
attorney, advising clients on cross-border planning, mergers and acquisitions, 
and representing clients in tax controversies and before the IRS. Caroline is ac-
tive in leadership in tax organizations, a frequent speaker, and author of articles.

Caroline is enthusiastic to take on the role of Editor-in-Chief. She said: “I am 
honored to serve as the new EIC and committed to maintaining the very high 
standards of the ITJ. I thank CCH and Lowell for their support and providing 
me with this special opportunity.” Caroline looks forward to working with ITJ’s 
Advisory Board and authors in making a truly exceptional international tax pub-
lication even better.

I am very grateful to CCH for having provided me the opportunity to serve 
as the EIC of the International Tax Journal, and am especially thankful to the 
Advisory Board and authors for their excellent contributions to the ITJ—you 
are the reason the ITJ stands out as one of the very best international tax jour-
nals. I would like to thank the staff at CCH for their unwavering support, and, 
in particular, the Managing Editor, Joy Hail, for her guidance, encouragement, 
and incredible ability to bring the journal to publication. I must also recog-
nize the indispensable contributions of my long-time assistant, Teresa Jenkins, 
without whom there would be no bi-monthly journal—and all of the authors 
know what I mean.

Joy, Teresa, and I look forward to supporting Caroline as she takes over the 
EIC responsibilities.
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